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FRESCO is the world’s first blockchain art asset network. 

Through blockchain technology, FRESCO enables liquidation, promotion, and 

provenance of artworks at a global scale.  

FRESCO token holders have the priority to allocate their FRESCO tokens (FRES Cash) to 

artworks on FRESCO platform. The amount of FRES Cash equals the sum of trust value 

(FRES Trust) they can distribute to the artwork.  

FRES Trust reflects the total value of trust allocated to an artwork by users on FRESCO. It 

is publicly visible and anonymous in identity. The distribution of the FRES Trust is 

irrevocable and adds a unique index of trust value to the artwork. It reflects the 

comprehensive academic and market value of the artwork in the intricate art 

environment.  

In the future, FRES Trust will be the only decentralized and 

reliable indicator of an artwork’s potential value.

0.2 About FRESCO
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Art holders on FRESCO can create their own digital asset offering through FRES Edition, 

a system that allows issuance of blockchain certificates of an artwork. Each FRES Edition 

holder can gain profits from the appreciation of that edition when the FRES Trust of the 

original artwork increases. The owners of FRES Edition have the freedom to trade his 

edition on FRESCO at a real-time price, liquidating it into FRES Cash.  

Because FRES Edition is a blockchain certificate appearing only on FRESCO platform, 

resale of the artworks offline will not interfere with the number of the FRES Edition nor 

the appreciation of the FRES Edition. 

FRES Edition allows people to invest in art without actually 

holding a physical artwork, hence serves to expand the global 

art investment population to a scale unseen in human history. 
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FRES Art Transaction  

Transaction history of artworks and  

attached FRES Trust. 

There are THREE types of transaction records between users 

generated on the FRESCO platform:

FRES Edition Transaction  

Transaction history of  

FRES Editions.

FRES Cash Transaction  

Transaction history of 

FRES Cash. 
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In FRESCO network, each of the three types of transaction 

records will generate a unique blockchain ID (TxHash) 

broadcasted to the whole network. This process will create a 

decentralized database of transparent and anonymous artwork 

provenance records globally.  
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Transactions and circulation of art have been under myriad regulation for more than five 

centuries. The opaqueness of the transaction, the ambiguity of authenticity, the highly 

concentrated power of pricing and the exclusive collector’s circle along with a lack of 

access to prestigious artworks have together formed a formidable barrier that kept most 

art investors from the market.  

FRESCO, a revolutionary blockchain art asset network, creates a decentralized art 

ecosystem.
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FRESCO offers an assurance of 

anonymity, transparency, and liquidity,  

while potentially solving issues such as 

appraisal, authentication, and information 

asymmetry.
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The rapid development of blockchain technology has created an unprecedented 

opportunity for the art industry. FRESCO's blockchain-based trust token mechanism and 

decentralized database network will attract more potential investors to today’s art 

market. 

FRESCO, the world's first blockchain-based ecosystem serving 

art collectors, practitioners, and related organizations, 

connects the realms of technology, finance, and art market and 

create a decentralized platform for the trade, research, 

archival, and management of artworks.
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The FRESCO Operations and Advisory Teams include leading figures in the global art 

scene, the blockchain industry, and financial realm. Our engineering team has extensive 

experience in developing blockchain projects. The FRESCO team will release our testing 

network, FRESCO Alpha Net Version One (FANVO), among the world’s mega-galleries, 

museums, and private collectors within nine months. Collaborations at this scope will 

enrich the FRESCO database and facilitate the art trust tokenization.
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“It will be revolutionized for the 
benefit of artists.” 

Brock Pierce, Director@Bitcoin Foundation 
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“I own enough of it. I'd love to see 
innovation here.” 

Charles Hoskinson, Co-founder @Ethereum, Cardano, IOHK Foundation
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FUTURE  
FOR ART



FRESCO 
http://fresco.work/

http://www.apple.com

